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CHANGING BETWEEN DISPLAY DEVICE
VIEWING MODES

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

As mentioned above, current mobile computing devices,
such as smart phones, global positioning systems, portable
media players, notepad computers, and the like, may allow a

BACKGROUND

user to zoom in on a displayed image to view details of the

The small screen sizes of some mobile devices, such as

image more easily. However, increasing the image magni?

various smart phones and tablet computers, may pose chal

cation may result in the display of a smaller spatial area of the
image, thereby requiring a user to scroll the image to view

lenges to a user trying to view images on such devices. For

example, information-rich images such as documents, pho

different portions of the image. Such zooming and scrolling

tographs, maps, etc., may have too much detail to be easily

may be inconvenient in many situations, and may obscure the

viewed in full on such a device. Thus, to facilitate viewing, a
mobile device may be con?gured to allow a user to magnify a

visual relationship between the displayed portion of the
image and other portions of the image. For example, when

displayed image to reveal ?ner details. However, this may
result in other portions of the image being moved off of the

displaying a map of city streets, a mobile device user may ?nd
that the names of surface streets are not displayed at lower

display screen thereby requiring a user to directionally scroll
the image on the display to view such portions.
SUMMARY
20

image magni?cations. However, when the user increases the
image magni?cation suf?ciently to view the names of surface
streets, information regarding the location of a particular
surface street relative to navigational landmarks (e. g. nearby
parks, major roads, etc.) may move off of the display, and

Various embodiments are disclosed herein that relate to

therefore have to be scrolled into view. Similar dif?culties

facilitating the viewing of images on a mobile device. For
example, one disclosed embodiment provides a mobile
device comprising a display screen and an image display
system con?gured to selectively switch between a ?rst view
ing mode in which an image comprising a ?rst amount of
visual information is displayed at a ?rst apparent distance
from the display screen and a second viewing mode in which
an image comprising a second, different amount of visual
information is displayed at a second apparent distance from
the display screen. The mobile device further comprises a

may be encountered when viewing images of documents,

photographic images, and other images with high spatial
25

densities of information.
Accordingly, various embodiments are disclosed herein
that relate to the use of different viewing modes to facilitate
viewing images on a mobile device, wherein, in different

viewing modes, images are displayed at different apparent
distances from a display screen of the mobile device. For

controller in communication with the image display system,

example, referring to the embodiment of FIG. 1, a mobile
device 100 changes from a ?rst viewing mode in which an
image is displayed at or near the display screen 102 of the

wherein the controller is con?gured to switch between the

mobile device, as illustrated at 110, to a second viewing mode

30

in which a virtual image is displayed with an image plane

?rst viewing mode and the second viewing mode.
This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of con
cepts in a simpli?ed form that are further described below in

35

located behind the display screen of the mobile device 100, as

illustrated at 120. In the depicted second viewing mode, the

the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to
identify key features or essential features of the claimed sub

user may perceive the display screen 102 of the mobile device

ject matter, nor is it intended to be used to limit the scope of

image.

the claimed subject matter. Furthermore, the claimed subject

100 as a window that offers a view of a larger, wider view
40

disadvantages noted in any part of this disclosure.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
45

FIG. 1 shows a user viewing an embodiment of a mobile

device at different distances.
FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of a method of operating a
mobile device.
FIG. 3 shows a schematic depiction of an embodiment of a

mobile device operating in a ?rst viewing mode.
FIG. 4 shows a schematic depiction of the mobile device of
FIG. 3 operating in a second viewing mode.
FIG. 5 shows a schematic depiction of the mobile device of
FIG. 3 operating in a third viewing mode.

Additionally, the image in the second viewing mode may
comprise a greater amount of visual information than the
image in the ?rst viewing mode. Thus a mobile device may be

matter is not limited to implementations that solve any or all

con?gured such that information that would ordinarily be
manually scrolled into view in the ?rst viewing mode may be
seen without manually scrolling in the second viewing mode
by moving the mobile device relative to the eye while viewing
an image in the second mode, Feedback from motion sensors
and/or image sensors may be used to control the display of the

image by panning different parts of the image into view,
50

changing a scale of the image, and/or changing an image
plane of the image in response to such motions, it will be
understood that this example is presented for the purpose of
illustration, and is not intended to be limiting in any manner.
In some embodiments, a mobile device may be con?gured

55

to switchbetween viewing modes automatically, for example,

FIG. 6 shows a schematic depiction of an embodiment of a

as a user moves the device closer to or farther from his or her

mobile device image display system that comprises a variable

eye. Likewise, in some embodiments a user nay switch

power lens system at a ?rst focal length setting.
FIG. 7 shows the embodiment of FIG. 6 with the variable
power lens system at a second focal length setting.

ware or software user interface control. Examples of such

between viewing modes manually, for example, by a hard
60

FIG. 8 shows an embodiment of a mobile device image

display system con?gured to display a virtual image to a user.
FIG. 9 shows an embodiment of a mobile device image

display system con?gured to display a Maxwellian view
mode image to a user.

FIG. 10 shows a block diagram of an embodiment of
mobile device.

controls include, but are not limited to, touch-screen graphi
cal user interface control(s), voice command(s), dedicated
hardware button(s), etc.
The display of an image as a virtual image located behind
the display screen 102 may allow a user to more easily view

65

items that would not otherwise be fully displayable on a small
mobile device screen. Further, this also may enable a user to
view such items in a more natural way, as a user may simply
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tilt or move the mobile device 100 in horizontal, vertical,

taining the mobile device 100 at a relatively ?xed position,
and to pan a near-eye viewing mode image when such motion
is detected. Typically, this is done to simulate the effect of

and/or depth directions to explore details of the image, as

opposed to zooming and scrolling. In various embodiments,
the virtual image plane may be ?xed, or may be con?gured to

having the display act as a window on a larger virtual image.
Likewise, as described above, a user may move the display
screen 102 closer to an eye to have the sensation of revealing
a wider view of items located behind the display screen. It will
be understood that, in some embodiments, a mobile device

vary, for example, as a function of a distance of a user’s eye or

face from the display screen. In embodiments in which the
virtual image plane varies, some or all elements of a displayed
virtual image may be space stabilized, such that the space
stabilized virtual image elements appear not to change dis

seeing a wider view of the image by moving the mobile device

may utilize a conventional (direct) viewing mode and plural
virtual image modes depending, for example, on a distance
between the mobile display and the user’s eye, as illustrated
in FIG. 1, while in other embodiments, a mobile device may
utilize a conventional viewing mode and a single virtual view

closer to the user’ s eye, as if moving closer to a window to see

ing mode.

a wider view of what is behind the window.
In addition to or alternatively to displaying a virtual image

between optical systems or paths used for image display

tance laterally or in a depth direction relative to a user’ s eye as
the user moves the display screen closer to and/ or farther from

the user’s face. As such, a user may have the sensation of

In some embodiments, a mobile device may change

behind the display screen, as a user moves the mobile device

100 closer to an eye, the mobile device may change to another

type of virtual display mode, such as a near-eye viewing
mode, as illustrated at 130 in FIG. 1. Examples of suitable
near-eye imaging modes include, but are not limited to, Max

20

switchable virtual image display system located between an
image display device and the display screen, such that the
virtual image display system may be switched off for the ?rst
viewing mode and switched on for the second viewing mode.

wellian view modes, retinal scanning display modes, and
retinal holographic projection modes as well as eyepiece
magni?ers such as discussed below.
Maxwellian view optics focus an image through an area of

25

the pupil of a user’s eye to form an image directly on the
retina, such that the user perceives an image to be in focus
regardless of the distance of the user from the device. The
30

also reduce the adjustment needed for viewing. Maxwellian
view optical systems are also very ef?cient in their use of

light, resulting is much lower power consumption for a given
level of brightness.
In a near-eye virtual display system, the user perceives a

In other embodiments, a mobile device may utilize a single
optical system or path, and vary an optical power of a virtual

image display system to change between viewing modes. In

large effective depth of ?eld of Maxwellian systems may
bene?t users with visual limitations such as presbyopia, and

when switching between a ?rst viewing mode in which an
image is displayed at or ear a display screen of the device, and
a viewing mode where the image is located farther from the
display screen. For example, a mobile device may utilize a

35

much larger, more immersive image compared to a real image

such embodiments, the ?rst viewing mode and second view
ing mode each may utilize a virtual image, but the virtual
image may have an apparent location closer to the display
screen in the ?rst viewing mode than in the second viewing
mode. Example optical systems are discussed in more detail
below.
FIG. 2 shows a ?ow diagram depicting an embodiment of
a method 200 of operating a mobile device to change viewing
modes based upon a distance between a user and the mobile

displayed at the display screen 102. In this manner, a near-eye

device. Method 200 comprises, at 202, detecting a distance

viewing mode may function similarly to a head-mounted
display, but may offer various advantages compared to a

from a user to the display device. The distance may be
detected in any suitable manner. For example, an image sen
sor may be used to acquire an image of a user, and the distance

head-mounted display, including portability, superior ergo

40

may be determined from the image data. As more speci?c
examples, in some embodiments, the distance may be deter

nomics for short-term usage, intuitive adjustment for a par

ticular user’s preferences, and integration into a commonly
carried portable device. In addition to the examples above, it
will be understood that any other suitable mechanism may be
used to present a near-eye viewing mode, including but not
limited to a virtual retinal display mechanism in which a laser
is scanned onto the retina, a holographic retinal projection
mechanism, an eyepiece such as the one described below, etc.
Likewise, it will be understood that a mobile device may be

con?gured to switch between any suitable number of viewing
modes, and that an image plane of an image displayed by such

45

mined from detected proportions of facial features compared
to known facial proportions, while in other embodiments, the
distance may be detected via a depth image acquired by a
depth-sensing camera (e.g. a time-of-?ight, stereo, or struc

tured light camera). It will be understood that these methods

50

of detecting a distance between a user and a mobile detecting
device are presented for the purpose of example, and are not
intended to be limiting in any manner. Further, it will be

understood that, in other embodiments, any other suitable
input or inputs may be con?gured to trigger a viewing mode
change, including but not limited to user inputs made via

a mobile device may vary within a continuous range of image

locations and/or between two or more discrete locations.
hardware and/ or software controls.
In some embodiments, as mentioned above, data from one
or more image sensors and/or motion sensors located on the 55
Any suitable reference locations on the user’s body may be

device closer to or farther from an eye. As a more speci?c 60

used when determining the distance between the user and the
mobile device. As a non-limiting example, and as indicated at
204, a user’s eye may be located and tracked for distance
detection. Tracking the location of the user’s eye may facili
tate the provision of a Maxwellian viewing mode image, or

example, referring to FIG. 1, a mobile device may comprise

other near-eye viewing mode image to the user’s eye.

mobile device 100 may be used to space-stabilize a virtual
display mode image. This may permit a user to change a

perspective of the image by naturally turning his or her head
in tandem with, or relative to, the device, and/or moving the
an image sensor 104 facing toward a user and an image sensor

Next, method 200 comprises, at 206, determining whether

106 facing away from the user when the user is looking at the
display screen 1 02. In such an embodiment, the mobile device

the distance between the user and the mobile device falls
within a ?rst range of distances, and if the distance falls within

may be con?gured to compare changes in temporally corre
lated images from the image sensors 104, 106 to detect
instances in which a user moves his or her head while main

65

the ?rst range of distances, then displaying the image in a ?rst
viewing mode in which the image is displayed at a ?rst
apparent image from the display screen. The ?rst range of

US 8,754,831 B2
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distances may have any suitable boundary or boundaries. For
example, in some embodiments, the ?rst range of distances
may correspond to an ordinary viewing distance of a mobile
phone, and may be de?ned as distances greater than a prese
lected threshold distance selected as being indicative of a
user’ s intent to change modes. Further, in such embodiments,

image viewing mode, as illustrated in FIG. 4. As the user
continues to move the mobile device into yet closer view, the

mobile device may change from the second viewing mode
into a third, near-eye viewing mode, such as a Maxwellian
viewing mode or virtual retinal viewing mode, as illustrated
in FIG. 5. In this manner, the user is presented with a wider

the ?rst viewing mode may correspond to the display of an

apparent image at each subsequent viewing mode. Further, as

image at or close to the display screen, as indicated at 207.

mentioned above, variable power optics may be used to con
tinuously change an apparent size and/or location of an image
responsive to changes in the distance between the user and the
mobile device, for example, to display the image at a location

On the other hand, as indicated at 208, if it is determined
that the distance between the user and the mobile device falls
within a second range of distances, then method 208 com

prises displaying the image in a second viewing mode such

closer to apparent optical in?nity as the display is moved

that the image is displayed at a second apparent distance that
is farther from the display screen than the ?rst apparent dis

closer to the eye. Alternatively, in such embodiments, as

mentioned above, the image displayed to the viewer may be

tance. The second range of distances may likewise have any
suitable boundary or boundaries. For example, in some

embodiments, the second range of distances may correspond

space-stabilized along a direction of depth as well as in hori
zontal and vertical directions via data from image sensors

to any distance shorter than the lower threshold of the ?rst

and/or other suitable sensors.

Any suitable optical system or combination of optical sys

viewing mode. In other embodiments, the second range of
distance may correspond to an intermediate distance range

between a threshold that triggers the second viewing mode
and a threshold that triggers a third viewing mode. Likewise,
it will be understood that other thresholds may be used to
change to other additional viewing modes.
The second viewing mode may correspond to any suitable
viewing mode in which an image is displayed at a different
apparent distance from the display screen of a mobile device
than in the ?rst viewing mode. For example, as indicated at
210, in some embodiments, the second viewing mode may
correspond to a virtual viewing mode in which to virtual

20

tems may be used to form a virtual image and change an

apparent distance of the image from a mobile device display
screen. FIGS. 6-7 illustrate an example embodiment of an

optical system 600 con?gured to change a location of a virtual

image. Optical system 600 comprises an image display
25

30

image is displayed at an apparent distance behind the display

device, such as a spatial light modulator 602 (e.g. a liquid
crystal display (LCD)) or an emissive display such as an

organic light emitting device (OLED), and a variable power
lens system 604, illustrated schematically as a single lens,
disposed between a user 606 and the image display device
602. Were the image display device 602, is subtractive, rather
than emissive, the optical system 600 may further include a

screen. In other embodiments, as indicated at 212, the second

backlighting system (not shown). While shown for the pur

viewing mode may correspond to a near-eye viewing mode,

pose of illustration as a single convex lens, the variable power

such as a Maxwellian view mode in which the light passing

through the spatial light modulator is focused through the
pupil of the user’s eye to form an image on the retina. In yet
other embodiments, the second viewing mode may corre
spond to a virtual retinal viewing mode in which a laser is
scanned directly onto the retina of a user’s eye, a retinal
holographic projection mode in which an image of a holo
gram is focused at a user’s pupil, a magnifying eyepiece, or

any other suitable near-eye viewing technique.
Further, as mentioned above, in the ?rst viewing mode, the
image displayed may comprise a ?rst amount of visual infor
mation, while in the second viewing mode, the image dis

35

other embodiments may be controlled via a processor and/or
40

other logic device(s) executing instructions stored in memory
on the mobile device, as described in more detail below.

The variable power lens system 604 may utilize a ?rst,
lesser optical power to display a virtual image 608 in the ?rst
viewing mode at an apparent distance closer to a display
45

played may comprise a second, different amount of visual
information. As a more speci?c example, additional detail
and/or scope may be displayed when in the second viewing

screen when the user 606 is at a greater distance from the

mobile device, as illustrated in FIG. 6, and a second, greater
optical power to display a virtual image 610 in a second
viewing mode at an apparent distance farther from a display

mode, such that a user may view the additional detail and/or

scope by simply changing viewing modes (potentially in

lens system 604 may have any suitable number and manage
ment of lenses and other optical components, and may
include curved surfaces, as described below for the embodi
ment of FIG. 8, or diffractive optics. It will further be under
stood that the controllable components described in this and

screen when the user 606 is at a lesser distance from the
50

mobile device, as illustrated in FIG. 7. Further, when display

combination with using tilt, pan, etc, actions in a viewing
mode), rather than by zooming, scrolling, or the like.

ing the image at the ?rst, lesser optical power, the image

As mentioned above, in some embodiments, a mobile
device may comprise three, or even more, viewing modes.

higher content magni?cation (as opposed to optical magni?

display device 602 may be controlled to display an image at a

between the mobile device and the user falls within a third

cation), such that a smaller portion of the overall image is
displayed. Likewise, when displaying the image at the sec
ond, greater optical power, the image display device 602 may

range of distances that corresponds to such a third viewing

be controlled to display an image at a lower content magni

Thus, method 200 may further comprise, if the distance

55

mode, displaying the image at different apparent distance

?cation (as opposed to optical magni?cation), such that a

from the display screen than in the ?rst and second view
modes, as indicated at 212. As one no limiting example,
referring ?rst to FIG. 3, a mobile device may display an image

greater portion of the overall image is displayed. By display

located at or near the display screen 300 when a user 302

ing more of the image while increasing the optical power, the
user may have the perception of viewing a larger image
located behind the display screen, as if looking through a

holds the mobile device at distance ordinarily used to view the
mobile device. Then, when the user wants to view an image in

window at the image. By smoothly varying the scaling of the
display image in conjunction with the image magni?cation as

more detail, the user may move the mobile device into closer

view. Upon passing a threshold distance, the mobile device
may change from the ?rst viewing mode to a second, virtual

60

65

a function of the distance between the user’s eye and the

display screen, the perception of seeing a stable virtual image
may be enhanced. In addition, by changing the position of the

US 8,754,831 B2
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virtual image as a function of the position of the display
device in space, the image may be appear to be stable with
respect to the outside world.
The variable power lens system 604 may utilize any suit
able mechanism for varying an optical power of the lens
system. For example, in some embodiments, the variable
power lens system may utilize a lens with a switchable liquid
crystal refractive or diffractive element.
Instead of a variable power lens system 604, other embodi
ments may utilize different optical systems to achieve differ

device. Examples include, but are not limited to, optical sys
tems that utilize a re?ective linear polarizer that selectively
re?ects light based upon a linear polarization state of the light,

ent optical powers and produce different image planes. For

element 806. For example, when it is desired to display a

example, FIG. 8 illustrates an example embodiment of an
optical system 800 con?gured to form a virtual image of an

polarization rotator 816 may be set to a state in which light

image display device 802 located behind the optical system
800 by selectively directing light through a folded optical

from the image display device 802 is re?ected by the re?ec
tive polarizer 810. Likewise, when it is desired to exit the

path based upon a polarization state of the light. Where the

device 802 is an LCD or other device that outputs polarized

second viewing mode, the controllable polarization rotator
816 may rotate the polarization state of light from the image
display device 802 by 90 degrees so that the light passes
through the re?ective polarizer 810 without re?ecting. In this
instance, the catadioptic element 806 may be con?gured to
provide little or no optical power when operating in the ?rst

light, the absorbing polarizer 804 may be omitted. Optical

viewing mode. This may allow the image of the image display

system 800 may further comprise a quarter wave plate 805

device 802 to be viewed as an image that appears at or near a

in combination with one or more quarter wave plates, polar

izing ?lters, and a concave-surfaced catadioptic element, as
used in some conventional in?nity optics systems.
The optical system 800 further may be con?gured to be
switched on or off via a controllable polarization rotator 816,

such as a liquid crystal panel or Pi cell device, disposed

optically between image display device 802 and catadioptic
virtual image in a second viewing mode, the controllable

image display device 802 does not output polarized light,
optical system 800 may comprise an absorbing, polarizer 804

con?gured to polarize tight output by the image display
device 802. On the other hand, where the image display
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con?gured to circularly polarize light.
Optical system 800 further comprises a catadioptic ele
ment 806 located optically between image display device 802

25

viewing mode, by selectively activating or deactivating con

and a display screen of a mobile display device, which may be
considered in this example to be the surface of the mobile
device at or through which a user 808 views an image. The

catadioptic element 806 is con?gured to be partially trans
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missive so that at least some light from the image display

device 802 passes through the catadioptic element. The cata
dioptic element 806 may have any suitable transmissivity to
visible light. As one non-limiting example, the catadioptic
element 806 may have a transmissivity of 0.5. Either surface
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of the catadioptic element 806 may be appropriately treated to
form the desired transmissivity. Where one surface is treated
to form the desired transmissivity, the other surface of the
catadioptic element 806 may comprise an anti-re?ective coat

ing. Optical system 800 further comprises a re?ective polar

display screen of the device in the ?rst viewing mode, and as
a more distant virtual image when operating in the second

trollable polarization rotator 816.
In other embodiments, an optional additional image dis
play device 818 may be used as the display screen to display
a real image in the ?rst viewing mode. Referring to FIG. 8,
such an additional display device 818 may be located between
the re?ective polarizer 810 and the user 808. As one example,
a transparent OLED display may be positioned between opti
cal system 800 and user 808 for displaying images in the ?rst
viewing mode. Such an OLED display may emit light to form
an image in the ?rst viewing mode, and may be passively

transparent in the second viewing mode to permit viewing of

the virtual image produced by optical system 800.
As another example, a LCD display may be used as an
40

additional image display device 818. In such a mode, image

izer 810 positioned optically on an opposite side of the cata
dioptic element 806 as the image display device 802. It will be

display device 802 may be set to pass uniform white light
from a backlight when operating in the ?rst viewing mode to

understood that the terms “optically positioned,” “optically

backlight additional image display device 818. Likewise,

located,” “optically between,” and the like as used herein
indicate relative locations along an optical path, rather than

additional spatial light modulator 818 may be con?gured to
pass all light from optical system 800 when operating in the
second viewing mode to allow viewing of the virtual image.

any speci?c spatial relationship, and that other components
may be interspersed along an optical path between described

In some embodiments, one of the spatial light modulators

components.
A virtual image of the image display device 802 may be
formed as illustrated by the rays depicted in FIG. 8. First,

may act as a digital electronic hologram that may be used to
50

polarized light from the image display device 802 passes
through quarter wave plate 805, which circularly polarizes
the light. A portion of the circularly polarized light then

In embodiments that utilize plural image display devices,

passes through the catadioptic element 806 to the re?ective

polarizer 810, which re?ects the circularly polarized light

correct for aberrations and otherwise to adjust the backlight
ing, it will also be understood that the catadioptic element will
typically be designed to reduce or correct aberrations in the
images of one or more of the viewing modes by optimizing
the surfaces and materials used in its construction.

re?ected from a concave surface 814 of the catadioptic ele

such as image display devices 802 and 818, it will be under
stood that both image display, devices may be used in one or
more viewing modes to display a composite image having

ment 806 back toward the re?ective polarizer 810. Re?ection
of the light from the catadioptic element reverses the hand

utilizing an OLED as additional image display device 818

edness of the circularly polarized light. The light re?ected

may display an image produced via image display device 818

from the concave surface of the catadioptic element therefore
can pass through the re?ective polarizer to the user 808.
Re?ection of the light from the concave surface 814 creates a

over a virtual image produced via image display device 802.
While two image display device are depicted in FIG. 8, it will
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back toward the catadioptic element 806. The light is then

multiple image planes. For example, an image display device

be understood that a mobile device may include any other

virtual image of the image produced by the image display
device 802.

It will be understood that any other suitable optical system
may be utilized to create a virtual image of the image display
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suitable number of image display devices con?gured to dis
play images in any suitable number of image planes.
FIG. 9 shows an example near-eye viewing system in the
form of a Maxwellian view optical system 900 con?gured to

US 8,754,831 B2
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the methods for switching between viewing modes array be
used in any other suitable display device than the aforemen

present a Maxwellian view image to a user. The Maxwellian

view optical system 900 comprises a controllable backlight

tioned mobile devices.
A time-sequential or other autostereo scopic technique may
be employed for a smaller format mobile device, such as a
smart phone, as well. For example, an autostereoscopic tech
nique may be used to direct different views to each of the
user’s eyes for the viewing mode shown at 120 in FIG. 1 via

system 902 con?gured to allow a location of a “point” source

of light (e. g. a small spot of light) to be varied. This may allow
the image of the point source forming the exit pupil of the
projected Maxwellian view optical system to be moved to
track movement of the user’ s eye relative to the mobile device

display screen by controlling the location from which the
backlighting is emitted. Any suitable lighting system may be
used as controllable backlight system 902. Examples include,

time-multiplexed control of the backlighting system and the
image display device, as each eye would see slightly different
views through the window de?ned by display screen 102 if
the virtual image lies behind the display 102. Note that this is

but are not limited to, an array of light-emitting diodes, an
array of laser diodes a backlit spatial light modulator such as

the case even if the virtual image has no depth component as

an LCD, or an emissive device such as an OLED. Further, in

the difference between the left-eye image and the right-eye

some embodiments, a single backlight may be utilized. It will
be understood that such controllable backlight system 902
may be used for other viewing modes, wherein different

portions of the backlight system may be illuminated for dif
ferent viewing modes. For example, the entire backlight
might be illuminated for a ?rst image viewing mode where

image may correspond to a translation of the viewable area of
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the image is displayed at or near the display screen 102.

right-eye images may be produced either by displaying sepa

The example Maxwellian view optical system 900 further
comprises a converging lens 904, and a spatial light modula
tor 906 positioned optically on an opposite side of the con

verging lens 904 as the controllable backlight system 902.
Light from the controllable backlight system 902 is focused

25

information corresponding to the position of each eye relative
to the display window.
FIG. 10 schematically illustrates a nonlimiting embodi

906 and toward the user’ s eye 908, in other embodiments, the
30

image display device other than a spatial light modulator may
be used.

ment computing system 1000 that may perform one or more

of the above described methods and processes. Computing

system 1000 is shown in simpli?ed form, and may represent
any suitable type of computing device, including but not

In some embodiments, the Maxwellian view optical sys
tem 900 may comprise additional elements. For example,

optical system 900 may include a digital electronic hologram

rate images in (for example) a time-multiplexed mariner, or
(for an image with no disparity) by displaying a single image
while changing backlighting of a spatial light modulator
image, so that each eye sees a different subset of the image

by the converging lens 904 through the spatial light modulator
spatial light modulator may have any other suitable location
within the optical system. Further, in some embodiments, an

the virtual image to match the perspective de?ned by the
position of each eye relative to the display screen. However, it
will be readily understood that this also enables display of a
3D image through image disparity in a similar manner, as is
the case with other stereoscopic and autostereoscopic sys
tems. It will further be understood that separate left-eye and

limited to mobile devices such as smart phones, notepad
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910 disposed optically between the controllable backlight
system 902 and the spatial light modulator 906. Likewise, the
Maxwellian view optical system 900 may further comprise

computers, portable media players, laptop computers, global

ment 912 may be controllable to perform such functions as

positioning system receivers, etc. It is to be understood that
virtually any computer architecture may be used without
departing from the scope of this disclosure.
Computing system 1000 includes a logic subsystem 1002
and a data-holding subsystem 1004. Computing system 1000
may optionally include a display subsystem 1006, communi
cation subsystem 1008, and/or other components not shown

changing focal length and steering light toward the user’s eye

in FIG. 10.

one or more variable lens elements 912, such as a switchable

lens, tunable lens, and/or diffractive optical element. The
digital electronic hologram 910 and/or the variable lens ele
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as the user’s eye moves. Such elements also may help to

correct for optical system defects and aberrations. It will be

45

Computing system 1000 may also optionally include user
input devices such as keyboards, microphones, and/or touch

understood that feedback from one or more on-board image
sensors may be used to determine a distance of a user’s eye

screens, for example. In some embodiments, a computing
system 1000 with a touch screen input may be con?gured to

from the mobile device to control the backlight system, the

distinguish between touch inputs and hover inputs in which a
?nger or other manipulator is positioned close to but spaced

spatial light modulator, variable lenses, diffractive optical
elements, digital electronic holograms, etc.
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problems such as presbyopia (by changing the apparent dis
tance of a virtual image) and macular degeneration (by chang
ing the scale and contrast of a displayed image).
As mentioned above, the disclosed embodiments may be
utilized with any suitable mobile device, including but not
limited to smart phones and notepad computers. In the case of
a notepad computer or other larger format mobile devices, the

from a display screen of the device. Various methods may be

used to distinguish between touch and hover inputs. For

It will be understood that the embodiments described
herein may be customizable to adapt to an individual user’s
taste and visual abilities. This may allow users to mitigate

example, an optical sensor, such as a sensor-in-pixel LCD
display, combined with a variable diffuser, may be used to

optically detect touches by acquiring image data at varying
55

diffusivities. In this manner, touch inputs will appear sharply
de?ned at strong and weak diffusivities, while hover inputs
may be obscured at stronger diffusivities. Likewise, a com

larger display screen size may enable additional use sce

bination of sensing technologies, including but not limited to
combinations of optical and resistive, or optical and capaci
tive, touch detection may be used to distinguish between
touch and hover inputs.

narios. For example, eye tracking may be used to track both of
a user’s eyes, and an autostereoscopic image may be dis

devices con?gured to execute one or more instructions. For

played to the user by sequentially directing left-eye and right
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Logic subsystem 1002 may include one or more physical

example, the logic subsystem may be con?gured to execute

eye images to the user via a Maxwellian view optical system

65 one or more instructions that are part of one or more applica

and an intelligent time-multiplexed backlighting system. Fur
ther, it will be understood that the optical systems herein and

tions, services, programs, routines, libraries, objects, compo
nents, data structures, or other logical constructs. Such

US 8,754,831 B2
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instructions may be implemented to perform a task, imple

subsystem 1008 may be con?gured for communication via a

ment a data type, transform the state of one or more devices,
or otherwise arrive at a desired result.

wireless telephone network, a wireless local area network, a
wired local area network, a wireless wide area network, a
wired wide area network, etc. In some embodiments, com

The logic subsystem 1002 may include one or more pro
cessors that are con?gured to execute software instructions.

munication subsystem 1008 may allow computing system

Additionally or alternatively, the logic subsystem 1002 may

1000 to send and/or receive messages to and/or from other

include one or more hardware or ?rmware logic machines

devices via a network such as the Internet.

con?gured to execute hardware or ?rmware instructions. Pro
cessors of the logic subsystem 1002 may be single core or
multicore, and the programs executed thereon may be con

system 1012 including one or more sensors con?gured to

Computing system 1000 further comprises a sensor sub
sense one or more use environment states. For example, the

?gured for parallel or distributed processing.

sensor subsystem 1012 may comprise one or more image

sensors con?gured to acquire images facing toward and/or

Data-holding subsystem 1004 may include one or more

physical, non-transitor devices con?gured to hold data and/or

away from a user, motion sensors such as accelerometers that

instructions executable by the logic subsystem to implement

may be used to track the motion of the device, and/or any
other suitable sensors. As described above, such image data,

the herein described methods and processes. When such
methods and processes are implemented, the state of data

motion sensor data, and/ or any other suitable sensor data may

holding subsystem 1004 may be transformed (e.g., to hold

be used to perform such tasks as determining a distance
between a user and the display screen of the display sub

different data).
Data-holding subsystem 1004 may include removable
media and/ or built-in devices. Data-holding subsystem 1004
may include optical memory devices CD, DVD, HD-DVD

Blu-Ray Disc, etc.), semiconductor memory devices (e.g.,
RAM, EPROM, EEPROM, etc.) and/or magnetic memory
devices (e.g., hard disk drive, ?oppy disk drive, tape drive,
MRAM, etc.), among others. Data-holding subsystem 1004
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It is to be understood that the con?gurations and/or
approaches described herein are not to be considered in a
limiting sense, because numerous variations are possible. The
25

may include devices with one or more of the following char

acteristics: volatile, nonvolatile, dynamic, static, read/write,
read-only, random access, sequential access, location addres

speci?c routines or methods described herein may represent
one or more of any number of processing strategies. As such,
various acts illustrated may be performed in the sequence
illustrated, in other sequences, in parallel, or in some cases
omitted. Likewise, the order of the above-described processes

may be changed.

sable, ?le addressable, and content addressable. In some

embodiments, logic subsystem 1002 and data-holding sub

system 1006, space-stabilizing an image displayed by the
display subsystem 1006, etc.
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The subject matter of the present disclosure includes all

system 1004 may be integrated into one or more common

novel and non obvious combinations and subcombinations of

devices, such as an application speci?c integrated circuit or a

the various processes, systems and con?gurations, and other
features functions, acts, and/or properties disclosed herein, as

system on a chip.

FIG. 10 also shows an aspect of the data-holding sub

system in the form of removable computer-readable storage
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1. A display device, comprising:

media 1010, which may be used to store and/ or transfer data
and/ or instructions executable to implement the herein

a display screen;

an image display system con?gured to display an image via

described methods and processes. Removable computer
readable storage media 1010 may take the form of CDs,

DVDs, HD-DVDs, Blu-Ray Discs, EEPROMs, and/or ?oppy
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includes one or more physical, non-transitory devices. In
contrast, in some embodiments aspects of the instructions
45

?nite duration. Furthermore, data and/ or other forms of infor
mation pertaining to the present disclosure may be propa

gated by a pure signal.
As described above, display subsystem 1006 includes one
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apparent distance from the display screen; and
a controller in communication with the image display sys

tem, the controller comprising
a logic subsystem, and
a data-holding subsystem comprising instructions
executable by the logic subsystem to switch between
the ?rst viewing mode and the second viewing mode.
2. The display device of claim 1, further comprising a user
proximity detection system con?gured to sense a distance of
a user from the display device, and wherein the controller is

or more image display systems con?gured to present a visual

representation of data held by data-holding subsystem 1004,
and to change between two or more viewing modes in which

images of such data are presented at different apparent dis

the display screen and to switch between a ?rst viewing
mode in a which an image comprising a ?rst amount of

visual information is displayed at a ?rst apparent dis
tance from the display screen and a second viewing
mode in which an image comprising a second, different
amount of visual information is displayed at a second

disks, among others.
It is to be appreciated that data-holding subsystem 1004
described herein may be propagated in a transitory fashion by
a pure signal (e.g., an electromagnetic signal, an optical sig
nal, etc.) that is not held by a physical device for at least a

well as any and all equivalents thereof.
We claim:
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con?gured to switch between the ?rst viewing mode and the

tances from a display screen. As the herein described methods

second viewing mode based upon the distance of the user

and processes change the data held by the data-holding sub

from the display device.
3. The display device of claim 1, further comprising a ?rst

system, and thus transform the state of the data-holding sub
system, the state of display subsystem 1006 may likewise be

transformed to visually represent changes in the underlying

camera con?gured to face toward a user viewing the display
60

data.

Communication subsystem 1008 may be con?gured to
communicatively couple computing system 1000 with one or
more other computing devices. Communication subsystem
1008 may include wired and/or wireless communication

screen and a second camera con?gured to face away from the

user viewing the display screen, and wherein the controller is
con?gured to space-stabilize an image presented to the user
based upon data from the ?rst camera and the second camera.
65

4. The display device of claim 1, wherein the second view
mode comprises a virtual view mode in which a virtual image

devices compatible with one or more different communica

located behind the display screen from a perspective of a user

tion protocols. As nonlimiting examples, communication

is displayed.
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5. The display device of claim 4, wherein the image display

ing mode in which the image is located at a ?rst apparent
distance from the display screen of the mobile device;
and

system comprises:
an image display device;

if the distance is within a second range of distances from

an optical element with a concave surface positioned opti

the display device, then displaying the image in a second

cally between the image display device and the display

viewing mode in which the image is located at a second
apparent distance from the display screen of the mobile
device.

screen; and

a re?ective polarizer positioned optically on an opposite
side of the optical element as the image display device.

16. The method of claim 15, wherein displaying the image
in the ?rst viewing mode comprises displaying the image at or
near the display screen of the display device, and wherein

6. The display device of claim 5, wherein the image display
system further comprises a controllable polarization rotator

displaying the image in the second viewing mode comprises

positioned optically between the optical element and the
image display device, and wherein the controller is con?g

displaying the image as a virtual image located behind the
display screen from the user’s perspective at a greater appar
ent distance from the display screen than in the ?rst viewing
mode.

ured to switch between the ?rst viewing mode and the second

viewing mode by switching the controllable polarization
rotator.

17. The method of claim 15, wherein displaying the image

7. The display device of claim 1, wherein the controller is
con?gured to switch between the ?rst viewing mode and the

in the second viewing mode comprising displaying the image

second viewing mode based upon an input received via one or

18. The method of claim 15, further comprising acquiring

in a near-eye viewing mode.

more of a software user interface control and a hardware user 20 an image of the user via an image sensor and then detecting a

interface control.
8. The display device of claim 1, wherein the second view
ing mode is a near-eye viewing mode.

position of an eye of the user via the image of the user.

19. A mobile device, comprising:
a display screen;
a user proximity detection system con?gured to sense a
distance of a user from the mobile device;

9. The display device of claim 1, wherein the image display
system comprises a Maxwellian viewing mode.
10. The display device of claim 1, wherein the controller

an image display system con?gured to display an image via
the display screen and to selectively switch between a

comprises instructions executable to display an autostereo

?rst viewing mode in which an image is displayed at the

scopic image by sequentially directing left-eye and right-eye

display screen and a second viewing mode in which an

images to a user.

11. The display device of claim 1, further comprising a
controllable backlight system controllable by the controller to
vary a location at which light is emitted by a backlight based
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display screen, the image display system comprising
an image display device,
a catadioptic element comprising a concave surface

upon a detected location of a user’s eye.

12. The display device of claim 1, wherein the second
viewing mode is a virtual image viewing mode, and wherein

positioned optically between the image display
35

the image display system further comprises a third viewing
13. The display device of claim 1, wherein the image dis
play system includes a ?rst image display device con?gured

detection system and the image display system, the con
40
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20. The mobile display system of claim 19, wherein the
image display system is con?gured to switch to a third view
ing mode in which an image is displayed in a near-eye view

a power of the variable power lens system.
15. In a mobile device, a method of displaying images, the

method comprising:
mobile device, then displaying the image in a ?rst view

a third viewing mode based upon the distance of the
user from the mobile device.

?rst viewing mode and the second viewing mode by varying

detecting a distance from a user to the mobile device;
if the distance is within a ?rst range of distances from the

troller comprising
a logic subsystem, and
a data-holding subsystem comprising instructions
executable by the logic subsystem to switch between
the ?rst viewing mode, the second viewing mode, and

image plane.
14. The display device of claim 1, wherein the image dis
play system comprises a variable power lens system, and
wherein the controller is con?gured to switch between the

device and the display screen, and
a re?ective polarizer positioned optically between the
concave surface and the display screen; and
a controller in communication with the user proximity

mode in the form of a near-eye viewing mode.

to display an image at a ?rst image plane and a second image
display device con?gured to display an image at a second

image is displayed at an apparent distance behind the
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mode based upon the distance of the user from the mobile
device.

